New KOHLER Generators Bring Next-Level Performance to Commercial Applications

KOHLER, Wis. (July 30, 2018) – KOHLER is introducing three new industrial light commercial generator models for stationary emergency applications. The KOHLER 25CCL, 30CCL, and 36CCL are 60Hz generators, which can be fueled by either natural gas or liquid propane and integrate the KOHLER APM402 controller as well as a KOHLER 2.2-liter turbocharged engine. The new generators provide advanced voltage and frequency regulation along with ultra-low levels of harmonic distortion for excellent power quality and enhanced protection for sensitive, valuable electronics.

“Providing between 25kW and 36kW of reliable backup power, these three models are the ideal size for a wide variety of commercial and light industrial settings,” said Amy Haese, associate product manager for KOHLER generators. “With our APM402 controller, these new units offer comprehensive system monitoring and diagnostics while the KOHLER turbocharged engine delivers proven reliability and performance in the field. We believe there’s a significant market for these new generators, which are loaded with beneficial features.”

The new KOHLER 25CCL, 30CCL, and 36CCL generators meet National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 110, Level 1 requirements when equipped with the necessary accessories and installed per NFPA standards. All three models also utilize an aluminum sound-attenuating enclosure for quiet operation and come standard with a five-year or 2,000-hour limited warranty for additional peace-of-mind. To learn more or view complete product specifications, please visit www.KohlerPower.com.

A global force in power solutions since 1920, KOHLER is committed to reliable, leading-edge products and comprehensive after-sale support. The company provides complete power systems, including generators (portable, marine, residential, commercial and industrial), automatic transfer switches, switchgear, monitoring controls, and accessories for emergency, prime power and energy-management applications around the world.
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Founded in 1873 and headquartered in Kohler, Wis., Kohler Co. is one of America’s oldest and largest privately held companies. With more than 55 manufacturing locations worldwide, Kohler is a global leader in the manufacture of engines and power systems; kitchen and bath products; and owner/operator of two of the world’s finest five-star hospitality and golf resort destinations in Kohler and St Andrews, Scotland. For more details, please visit www.Kohler.com.
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